Senior System Application Engineer (f/m/div)*

At a glance

Job description

Location:
Job ID:

345642

Are you passionate about edge technology and security systems? Are you good in
understanding and explaining complex technical details? Do you see yourself as
costumer oriented? Then we have the perfect opportunity for you at Infineon in France.
Our CSS department is hiring a System Application Engineer. Join us and become part
of a high skilled team in a dynamic high-tech working environment.

Start date:

as soon as possible

As a systems application engineer, you will be at the forefront of future payment
applications while connecting system understanding and application expertise. In
collaboration with internal business partners (Sales, Business Development, Regional
Marketing and Product Experts), you will proactively place Infineon solutions at our
customers and provide technical support during a product launch (from concept to
design in) and in customer relations.
In this role you will:

Entry level: 3-5 years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

Job ID:

345642

www.infineon.com/jobs

Provide technically support for Java Card based solutions to secure design-ins
/wins at our customers

Contact

Organize and conduct technical training for other FAEs , customers and
distribution partners

Tiago.Novais@infineon.com

Provide regular feedback from the customer to interfaces within the regional and
global organization to improve our products and system offering
Review technical documentation and Go To Market material
Deliver technical communication to partners in the Smart Card Ecosystem

Profile
You are passionate about security and enthusiastic to make our networked world more
secure. You are personally committed to the customer's concerns, awarding them a
high priority and addressing them in our development projects. In addition, you have
an organized and self-driven working style.
You are best equipped for this position if you have:

A University degree in Electrical Engineering or in a similar field
At least 3 of years of working experience, ideally in Application Engineering or
linked to Payment Application
Knowledge of Payment schemes and standards (EMV, VISA, MC)
Experience in security and/or microcontrollers
Experience in embedded Software, Java development for Smart Cards or

Experience in embedded Software, Java development for Smart Cards or
JavaCard personalization is a plus
Fluent in English
Willingness to travel (mainly EMEA)

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
We make life easier, safer and greener – with technology that achieves more, consumes
less and is accessible to everyone. Microelectronics from Infineon is the key to a better
future. Efficient use of energy, environmentally-friendly mobility and security in a
connected world – we solve some of the most critical challenges that our society faces
while taking a conscientious approach to the use of natural resources.

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon
we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.

